Structure, dynamics, and mechanism of the lead-dependent ribozyme.
Leadzyme is a small catalytic RNA that was identified by in vitro selection for Pb2+-dependent cleavage from a tRNA library. Leadzyme employs a unique two-step Pb2+-specific mechanism to cleave within its active site. NMR and crystal structures of the active site revealed different folding patterns, but neither features the in-line alignment for attack by the 2'-OH nucleophilic group. These experimentally determined structures most likely represent ground states and are catalytically inactive. There are significant dynamics of the active site and the motif samples multiple conformations at the ground states. Various metal ion binding sites have been identified, including one that may be occupied by a catalytic Pb2+. Based on functional group analysis, a computational model of the transition state has been proposed. This model features a unique base triple that is consistent with sequence and functional group requirements for catalysis. This structure is likely only populated transiently, but imposing appropriate conformational constraints may significantly stabilize this state thereby promoting catalysis. Other ions may inhibit the cleavage by competing for the Pb2+ binding site, or by stabilizing the ground state thereby suppressing its transition to the catalytically active conformation. Some rare earth ions can enhance the reaction via an unknown mechanism. Because of its unique chemistry and dynamic behavior, leadzyme can continue to serve as an excellent model system for teaching us RNA biology and chemistry.